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Chuang Tzu is a delightful, enjoyable author, either philosophically and stylistically. interpreting
him is like speaking with a bright, funny, irreverent, and hard friend. the place Lao Tzu's Tao Te
Ching should be indifferent and cerebral, Chuang Tzu's writing is usually full of life and imbued
with an earthy humor. instead of lecturing or preaching on the reader, he imparts his knowledge
via comedic parables, charmingly absurd good judgment and intentionally outlandish
language.Chuang Tzu is a kind of infrequent thnkers who can paintings with equivalent ease in
either the area of highbrow abstractions and that of brilliant story-telling. In fact, it truly is his
never-ending inventory of colourful characters which make Chuang Tzu's writing so memorable:
the fellow so gruesome that folks cannot endure to stare upon him, yet endowed with such
substance and personality that they love him and commit themselves Chuang Tzu to him
anyway; the wild Taoist who fills his days muttering to himself, slapping his buttocks, making a
song and dancing; a ponderous, pretentious, a bit out-of-focus Confucius.Throughout the text,
the intelligence, the poetry, and the originality of inspiration are striking. The questions Chuang
Tzu poses frequently seem simplistic or platitudinous, yet they by no means fail to strke with
illuminating perception on the very middle of the difficulty being discussed. His broadest and
such a lot urgent trouble is how Chuang Tzu we're to behavior ourselves in an international
beset by means of poverty, injustice, war, famine, greed, and chaos. His answer, in a nutshell,
is that we needs to loose ourselves from the arbitrary impositions of society, with all its ethical
illusions and sensible vicissitudes. That is, we needs to free up ourselves from deceptive and
superficial conceptions of correct and wrong, stable and bad, wealth and poverty, repute and
obscurity. And in so doing, he teaches us, we'll get away these self-made crises that spring from
slavish conformity to the norms and values of others.
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